Ulster Karate Council
Leading the development of Karate in Northern Ireland

ULSTER KARATE COUNCIL POLICY GUIDE:
COACHES delivering Karate need to:


understand their obligations relating to their duty of
care



be suitably experienced and competent to teach the
physical activity being offered



use regular and approved practice



be aware of any child/participant at risk



ensure acceptable participant behaviour at all times



clarify the role of and monitor the work of other
coaches, contracted workers and volunteers

hazard free playing surfaces



sufficient space allocated to
the activities

PARTICIPANTS engaged in karate should be:

PEOPLE



given opportunities to think about safe practice in
relation to themselves and peers



guided to develop their knowledge and
understanding relating to responsible participation
and progress



sufficiently skilled and confident in the tasks set



appropriately supervised when undertaking a
leadership role

Appropriate
Challenge

KARATE FACILITIES should
provide:


SAFE PRACTICE IN KARATE

Adapted from the DfES commended BAALPE publication
‘Safe Practice in Physical Education’, 1999 (millennium)
edition Available from: www.baalpe.org or telephone
01746 769487

PREPARATION requires:



a regular and systematic
maintenance programme

comprehensive
schemes of work in
place, differentiated to
meet the needs of all
participants



a safety policy and
guidelines



up to date risk
assessment

Karate
Practice

and be subject to:




Acceptable Risk

CONTEXT

ORGANISATION

appropriate usage

PROCEDURES should involve:


safety rules and regulations clearly
understood by participants and coaches



attendance and assessment records
consistently maintained



all accidents and ‘near misses’
comprehensively logged and reported to
the appropriate body where required

 communication with parents about
policies and practice

KARATE EQUIPMENT should be:


inspected annually



regularly maintained



regularly monitored for wear and tear



checked before use



used appropriately and stored safely



disposed of when condemned

TEACHING STYLE AND CLASS ORGANISATION should
ensure that:


participant capability is matched to task



the methodology is appropriate to safety demands
inherent within the activity



participants are always appropriately prepared and
confident through progressive practices

